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Mentor and Speaker Hub

Our goal is to connect speakers with mentors
to assist in preparing technical sessions and 

improving presentation skills

Interested? Read more and get in touch

https://mashprogram.wordpress.com



The new kid on the block?

My oldest version: December 2014
4.1.0  (sdsql)

First prod release: October 2016



What is SQLcl?

• a command line Interface like SQL*Plus

• Built in Java by the SQL-Developer team

• Built around the SQLDev Java library for executing SQL

• Needs a JDK (>= 11) or GraalVM

• Runs on Windows, Linux, Mac

Q: Will it replace SQL*Plus?
A: No!   “SQL*plus will always exist alongside SQLcl”



How do you get SQLcl?

• Included in SQL Developer

• So, also in DBMS installation
(If version 11c – 18c)

• Available from Oracle Software Downloads
– https://www.oracle.com/tools/downloads/sqldev-downloads.html

– https://www.oracle.com/tools/downloads/sqlcl-downloads.html

– https://download.oracle.com/otn_software/java/sqldeveloper/sqlcl-latest.zip

https://www.oracle.com/tools/downloads/sqldev-downloads.html
https://www.oracle.com/tools/downloads/sqlcl-downloads.html
https://download.oracle.com/otn_software/java/sqldeveloper/sqlcl-latest.zip




Disadvantages? - Bugs

But remember: 

• SQLcl is frequently updated

• SQL*Plus not immune to bugs either
(e.g. unpatched version in 12.2 ignores SQLPATH)

True



Disadvantages? - Startup slower dan SqlPlus

But remember:
• On average computer 

difference not enough to worry about
• On my laptop:

Start Sql*Plus < 1 sec
Start SQLcl  ~ 2 sec Good times are coming……..



Disadvantages? Does not support everything SqlPlus

21.1, "SQL*Plus List of Unsupported Commands and Features"
• REPHEADER
• REPFOOTER
• 21 Variables like COPYTYPECHECK, RECSEP, SHIFTINOUT

"Column" command accepts entire SqlPlus syntax…
But apart from "new_value"  everything is ignored.

SqlPlus SQLcl



What makes SQLcl 
the Cool Kid?





Help

Information on (almost) all functionality

Highlighted/underlined/asterisked commands are unique for SQLcl





Command Completion

Start typing a statement and hit [Tab]

‘Hits’ are  displayed
Hit [Tab again] and then browse and select one

➢ Query needs to ‘make sense’:
SELECT  FROM EVR [Tab]

Won’t work

Completion works for 
➢ Table/View names
➢ Keywords
➢ Column names
➢ @ (files and directories)



Status

Bar



Statusbar
Activate with: set statusbar on

Available and used components: show statusbar



Statusbar
Add transaction component: set statusbar add txn

When there are uncommited changes:

Undo statusbar changes: set statusbar default

Customize the default: set statusbar default dbid username txn



Statusbar

All components…..

Editmode
(emacs, vicmd, viins)

Cursor position
(line:pos on line)

Loged on user 
(current_user)

Current
database

Cursor position
in statement

Current working
directory

Encoding

Git branch for
current dir

Version of 
the JRE

Elapsed time of
last DB command

Transaction 
indicator



Statusbar
Currently: In Windows Terminal: No scrolling if statusbar is turned on
(Unclear whether a problem of terminal or SQLcl or the combination)

Windows Terminal cmd.exe



Syntax Highlighting



Syntax Highlighting
Toggling highlighting set highlighting on

set highlighting off

Configuring highlighting

set highlighting [element type] foreground [color]
set highlighting [element type] background [color]
set highlighting [element type] [style] on|off|reset

Element types
DEFAULT
COMMENT
STRING
NUMBER
PUNCTUATION
KEYWORD
IDENTIFIER

Resetting to defaults set highlighting reset

Colors
RED
BLUE
BLACK
CYAN
GREEN
MAGENTA
WHITE
YELLOW

Styles
BOLD
ULINE
INVERSE



Syntax Highlighting In Action

Highlighting is off

Configuring
Highlighting

Set Highlighting on

Same query, with
highlighting

(Forgive me those colors, I'm colorblind, use whatever does *not* hurt your eyes)





History

Browse through your previous statements using arrow-up & arrow-down
Per statement!! Not per entered line.

history

history full

History #



also displays number of executions

history usage

also displays execution time

history time

History



History – some remarks

- Enabled - No way to disable

- No duplicates - each unique statement stored only once

- Maximum of 100 statements by default, increase/decrease with for example:
set history limit 500 Minimum is 10
set history limit default To return to default behavior

- Doesn't *store* failed queries
Supposed to be set by this, but no change behavior seen yet

set history fails Turn on storing failed statements
set history fails limit 10 Max of 10 failed statements in history
set history nofails To go back to default behavior

- Filters out show, history, connect and clear commands. 
Change this list with for example:

set history filter show,history,connect,set,commit,rollback





command line editing

Edit complete statements (not just lines) without external editor

Use up & down keys to get to statement of interest in history

Use Left key to enter editing mode

Modify statement however you want

Hit CTRL-R to run the modified statement



Shortcut Keys while editing

Execute

show keymap

For a list of keyboard shortcuts





Code Formatting

Format code using settings of SQL Developer formatter

• Change formatter rules in SQL Developer

• Format rules <filename> 
loads a saved file with formatter rules

• Format buffer 
formats the statement in SQLcl buffer

• Format file <inputfile> <outputfile> 
formats contents of inputfile, writes to outputfile
(inputfile = outputfile is allowed)





Sqlformat

formats the output of all following sql statements

set sqlformat [format]

All formats are also available as comments in a query 

Like:

select /*csv*/ * from user_tables;



Sqlformat - Formats

• csv Output as comma separated values

• delimited Like csv, but separator/delimiters can be defined

• xml Output as xml

• json Output as json

• json-formatted Output as formatted json

• html Output as html

• fixed Fixed width columns, double-quoted values

• loader Pipe (|) delimited values

• insert Output as insert statements

• default Clears any set sqlformat

• ansiconsole Pretty output (see later)



Sqlformat – delimited

Returns character separated values.

Separator and delimiters can be defined in parameters
Set sqlformat delimited [delimiter [encloser-left [encloser-right]]]

• Delimiter can not be a non-printable character (like Tab)

• Enclosers can not be empty, defaults to double quote

select 'A' alias_a
, 'B' alias_b
, 'C' alias_c
from dual;

Set sqlformat delimited * < >



Sqlformat – Ansiconsole

Output is formatted more readable

Column widths are based on actual data and headers



Sqlformat – Ansiconsole

Ugly edge case

• Data containing EndOfLine 
still not handled correctly



Sqlformat – Ansiconsole Number format

Set a default format for your number columns
set sqlformat ansiconsole [format]

Format as in Java (URL of webpage with formats is in help text)



Sqlformat – Ansiconsole Highlight

Highlight data returned by queries

Define rules in a json file (in this case named highlight.json)

{"highlights":

[

{"type":"startWith" ,"test":"ERO"        ,"color":"INTENSITY_BOLD,YELLOW"},

{"type":"endWith"   ,"test":"GTT"        ,"color":"BLUE"                 },

{"type":"contains"  ,"test":"SNAPSHOT"   ,"color":"CYAN"                 },

{"type":"exact"     ,"test":"CUSTOMERS"  ,"color":"GREEN"                },

{"type":"regex"     ,"test":".*[0-9].*"  ,"color":"MAGENTA"              }

]

}

Then Do

set sqlformat ansiconsole -config=highlight.json



Sqlformat – Ansiconsole Data Highlight

Note 
All tests only highlight the matching 
part, 
except RegEx which highlights the 
entire string with a match

Note
The first rule that applies is used.
See "ero_test_plsql_results_1m"
1st and 5th rule apply, only 1st is used



Ansiconsole And Resizing Window



Ansiconsole And Resizing Window





Apex

Lists all applications with
Either : apex
Or : apex list



Apex export

Help just says

But, improvement compared to 19.4:

But there's more to it than this….



In version <= 19.2 you get more help after typing in rubbish like 
apex export 0 alkjsdhfkjh

In 19.4 this produces java-errors
In >= 20.2 it says "APEX: Unable to process request. Verify specified options"

But the options still work!!!





Info(rmation)

Info / Information shows information about most object types

For a table it shows regular 'desc' information plus: 

• table analysis information (last analyzed, row count, ...) 

• table and column comments

• column default values

• indexes

• foreign key constraints referencing the table

Note: It is obviously slower than a regular DESC



Info(rmation)



Info+

Info+ (currently there is no Information+)

When used for tables the column comments are replaced by some statistics

• low value

• high value

• number of distinct values

• type of histogram



Info+





Alias

alias show list of currently loaded aliases

alias list same as "alias" but includes alias descriptions

alias list MyAlias Shows the statement that MyAlias is an alias for

alias MyAlias=(pl)sql Defines alias MyAlias for some sql or plsql

alias MyAlias=@script Defines alias MyAlias for some sql script

alias drop MyAlias Removes alias MyAlias from memory

alias save [filename] Saves ALL currently loaded aliases to filename
default file is %APPDATA%\sqlcl\aliases.xml

alias load [filename] Loads aliases from filename
default file is %APPDATA%\sqlcl\aliases.xml
Appends to already loaded aliases, overwrites already existing ones

Assign a user-defined name to sql, plsql and scripts

Unless ‘save’ is used, alias is for the duration of the SQLcl session



Alias - Example

PLSQL block, including bind variables



Alias - Case

Watch out: aliases are case-sensitive



Alias – Host command

Even host commands can be aliased
Provided you end them with a semicolon





LOAD

Easily load CSV files into tables

load table_name file_path_name [options]

Two variables control how LOAD works

LOAD
Changes the way the load is performed

LOADFORMAT
Changes the accepted format of the inputfile



LOAD

Options

load table_name file_path_name [options]

(No option) - Table must exist and comply with header line. File will be loaded.
show show_ddl - Create table statement displayed. Table is NOT created. File will NOT be loaded.
create create_ddl - Create table statement displayed. Table is created. File will NOT be loaded.
new - Create table statement displayed. Table is created. File will be loaded.



LOAD - Example



Variable "LOAD"

Options that can be set
batch_rows {###}
batches_per_commit {###}
commit on / commit off
truncate on / truncate off
errors {###} / errors unlimited
locale {language} {country}
method insert
date_format {format}
timestamp_format {format}
timestamptz_format {format}

SET LOAD default
SET LOAD <<options>>

New in 21.3
clean_names
column_size [actual | round | max]
map_column_names
scan_rows
unknown_columns_fail on/off



Variable "LOAD" New in 21.3

Options that can be set
clean_names

Cleanup of column names in header row. Various strategies available, see help

column_size [actual | round | max]
Column sizing strategy for table to be created based on file analysis

map_column_names
Comma separated list of manual column mappings (file-column=table-column)

scan_rows
Number of lines to scan for analysis, max=5000,  default=100

unknown_columns_fail on/off
Whether to fail on unmapped columns in file, or just ignore them



Variable "LOADFORMAT"

Options that can be set
column_names on / column_names off
delimiter {chrs}
enclosures off / enclosures {chr1}[{chr2}]
enclosure_left off / enclosure_left {chrs}
enclosure_right off / enclosure_right {chrs}
encoding off / encoding {encoding}
row_limit off / row_limit {###}
skip_rows off / skip_rows {###}
skip_after_names / skip_before_names
row_terminator {chr} / row_terminator ""

SET LOADFORMAT default
SET LOADFORMAT <<fileformat>> <<options>>



UNLOAD
Easily unload tables into CSV files

unload table_name dir dir_path_name

Also controlled with LOADFORMAT variable

How about views / queries??

Nope!  Just tables.
(use /*csv*/ plus spool)





Working directory

PWD (Print Working Directory)
• displays the current working directory, like the linux/unix pwd command

• saves user one keystroke (pwd instead of !pwd or $dir)

• saves windows users a lot of unwanted output compared to $dir

CD (Change Directory)
• changes the working directory while inside SQLcl

• Even to other disk, 
without the usual dos /d parameter

• No more need to exit, 
change directory and start again



Files

Find filename
Is supposed to list all occurrences of filename in the SQLPATH

But lists all in: 

• SQLPATH + all subdirs

• Working dir + all subdirs
No wildcards allowed

Which filename
displays the pathname of the 
script that will be executed 
if called with @filename



SQL_ID for every query

set feedback on sql_id (also in SQL*Plus since 18c)

Turns on reporting of the SQL ID of the just executed query

set feedback on
Turns the reporting of SQL ID off



Spool to zip file

If you spool to a filename with *.zip extension

SQLcl will create the zip automatically

Spool To Then Datafile In Zipfile

mytest.zip mytest.out mytest.zip

mytest.json.zip mytest.json mytest.json.zip

marzipan.zip ma.outan.out marzipan.zip



OERR

ORA-24381

What is that error? Let's google it.

Or……..

Only works for ORA and TNS message codes



Codescan

Turn warnings on with:
set codescan sqlinjection - SQL Injection vulnerabilities
set codescan sqlperformance - possible performance issues
set codescan on - Both

Turn warnings on with:
set codescan off - Both



Codescan - sqlinjection

create or replace procedure tst_codescan
(p_userinput   in varchar2
)
is

t_result  varchar2(100);
begin -- tst_codescan

execute immediate 'select dymmy '||chr(10)||
'from   dual' ||chr(10)||
'where  ''A'' = '||p_userinput

into t_result
;
dbms_output.put_line ('result = '||t_result);

end tst_codescan;
/

SQL Injection vulnerability!

Set codescan
And you will be warned about it:



Codescan - sqlperformance

select object_id
from dba_objects
where my_own_function(object_id) <= 100
;

Function call on column in 
WHERE clause



Startup.sql

Apart from (g)login.sql
also supported: 

startup.sql

Similar to login.sql, but:
• Only executed ONCE at SQLcl startup
• NOT when reconnecting in an existing SQLcl session
• Executed AFTER login.sql





DDL

Wrapper for dbms_metadata.get_ddl
ddl object_name [object_type] [save-filename]

Alter behavior with
SET DDL <OPTION> <ON | OFF>

Reset to defaults (= All options ON)
SET DDL OFF

So far I have seen NO effect of
SET DDL ON

Available options

PRETTY STORAGE
SQLTERMINATOR TABLESPACE
CONSTRAINTS SPECIFICATION
REF_CONSTRAINTS BODY
CONSTRAINTS_AS_ALTER FORCE
OID INSERT
SIZE_BYTE_KEYWORD INHERIT
PARTITIONING RESET
SEGMENT_ATTRIBUTES



DDL



DDL

Not *simply* dbms_metadata.get_ddl

For a table, what gets executed is

select DBMS_METADATA.GET_DDL('TABLE',OBJECT_NAME,OWNER)
FROM all_objects
where owner = :OWNER
and object_name = :NAME
and object_type = 'TABLE'
union all
select dbms_metadata.GET_DEPENDENT_DDL ('COMMENT', TABLE_NAME, OWNER )
FROM (select table_name

, owner
from all_col_comments
where owner = :OWNER

and table_name = :NAME
and comments is not null

union
select table_name
, owner
from sys.all_TAB_comments
where owner = :OWNER

and table_name = :NAME
and comments is not null

)
union all
select DBMS_METADATA.GET_DDL('INDEX',INDEX_NAME, OWNER)
FROM (select index_name

, owner
from sys.all_indexes
where table_owner = :OWNER

and table_name = :NAME
and generated = 'N'

minus
select index_name
, owner
from sys.all_constraints
where owner = :OWNER

and table_name = :NAME
)

union all
select dbms_metadata.GET_DDL ('TRIGGER', trigger_name ,owner )
from all_triggers
where table_owner = :OWNER

and table_name = :NAME
;

So,
• The table
• Its comments
• Its column-comments
• Its indexes (except if linked to a constraint)
• Its triggers





Repeat

Repeat runs the statement that's in the buffer 

For a requested number of times 

With a requested wait time between executions

repeat number_of_times seconds_between_executions

Ctrl-C to stop before "number_of_times" is reached

The wait time maximum is 120 seconds



Repeat – The Motion Picture



Honorable Mention…



Liquibase (LB)

Available since version 19.2: Liquibase support

Liquibase: Tool for change management of database schemas

Only in standalone version, not the one included in Sql Developer



Honorable Mention…



DataPump (dp) – simple use



DataPump (dp) – Many, many options

List of available parameters with: dp help



Honorable Mention…



DataGuard





SQLcl Scripting with nashorn

If you miss any functionality….
….you can just build it yourself 

1. The Nashorn JavaScript engine is included in Java
1. SQLcl is built in Java

1 + 1 = 
You can build your own functionality in JavaScript 
and make use of the Java libraries.



!! Warning !!

Version >= 21.2
Issue that makes running JavaScript in some setups impossible

From a file : "!ScriptCommand.1!"
From the commandline : "JS Language engine not found"

Solve by: installing JDK 11 (Note: No Nashorn anymore in Java 17)

Version >= 22.1
Requires Java >= 11, which does not have a separate JRE anymore
So requires JDK >= 11, but Nashorn is removed in Java 15
So for JavaScript scripting: requires JDK = 11

Or: use GraalVM for Java >= 11



Learning how to build JavaScripts for SQLcl is beyond the scope of this presentation

Scripts to start with

But
Lots of example scripts online e.g.

Kris Rice
https://github.com/oracle/oracle-db-tools/tree/master/sqlcl/examples
Menno Hoogendijk
https://github.com/mennooo/SQLcl

And, my blog has a couple of long articles to help take the first steps

(Very) Basic intro to scripting : https://bit.ly/2SPkQnK
Building file2bind script : https://bit.ly/34SlkyK
Creating a custom command : https://bit.ly/3drl4L9
Unregistering a custom command : https://bit.ly/35HOT7f
Library to make (un)registering of
custom commands easier : https://bit.ly/3xzOQ9l

https://github.com/oracle/oracle-db-tools/tree/master/sqlcl/examples
https://github.com/mennooo/SQLcl
https://bit.ly/2SPkQnK
https://bit.ly/34SlkyK
https://bit.ly/3drl4L9
https://bit.ly/35HOT7f
https://bit.ly/3xzOQ9l


How to execute JavaScript scripts
Option 1, at command prompt:
‐ Type: script <<Enter>>
‐ Type or paste the JavaScript code
‐ Type: / <<Enter>>

Simple JavaScript

var today = new Date();
var day = today.getDay();

if ((day == 0) || (day == 6)) {
ctx.write ("It's weekend, go get a beer!\n");

} else {
ctx.write ("It's a workday, go get a beer!\n");

}

Option 2, from a script file:
‐ Save the JavaScript to a file
‐ Execute with: script filename.js



Registering as custom command

With extra code in the script, it can also be registered as a new command
So, no need for : script my_script_file.js
Just do : my_command

Downsides
• Requires quite a bit of extra code to create and register a new listener
• Hard to understand when you first run into it
• It registers a listener but never unregisters one

Library available at: https://www.evrocs.nl/your-library-is-your-paradise/?lang=en
• Reduces extra code needed to two lines

• load("d:/ELib/ELib_registration.js"); - Load the library
• registration.runCommand (mainCode); - Pass the function with the maincode to "runCommand"

• Unregisters before registering

Now you have the choice to either:
• Execute the script as usual : script my_script_file.js parameter1 parameter2
• Register the script as a command : script my_script_file.js -cmdReg my_command -minimal

https://www.evrocs.nl/your-library-is-your-paradise/?lang=en


How useful can this be?

Very!



Example 1

One of my scripts:

script file2bind 

Reads a client file
Places its contents in a clob bind variable

Accepts parameters for 
1. File (path)name
2. Bindvariable Name

After
file2bind myfile.txt mybind

Contents of myfile.txt
is available for your (PL)SQL through bind :mybind

'Out of the box' nothing like that exists in SQLcl (or SQLPlus)



Example 2

One of my scripts:

script VariableDefault

Supplies a default value for substitution variable does not exist
Supplies a default value for 'missing' script parameters

Accepts parameters for 
1. Substitution variable name
2. Default value
3. (Optional) Name of Substitution variable to put the result in

Use with 2 parameters
VariableDefault mysubstvar abc

If &mysubstvar does not exist, it will be created with value abc

Use with 3 parameters
VariableDefault mysubstvar abc newvar

If &mysubstvar exists, its value will be placed in &newvar
If &mysubstvar does not exist, value abc will be placed in &newvar

VariableDefault 1 %
VariableDefault 2 %

select atc.table_name    "Table"
, atc.column_name   "Column"
, atc.data_type     "Data Type"
from user_tab_columns    atc
where atc.column_name like upper('&1')

and atc.data_type   like upper('&2')
order by 1, 2, 3
;

undef 1
undef 2



“Stupid questions do exist.
But it takes a lot more time and energy to correct a stupid mistake than it 
takes to answer a stupid question, so please ask your stupid questions.”

a wise teacher who taught me more than just physics




